
CELESTITE FROM CHITTENANGO FALLS, NEW YORK

Nnwuax W. Tureaul"r, Syracuse Unirersity.

About three-quarters of a mile northwest of the village of Chit-
tenango Falls, N. Y., a hitherto undescribed occurrence of celestite
is to be found in an abandoned quarry bordering the State highway
which follows Chittenango Creek.

The celestite, which is associated with a large amount of "dog-
tooth" calcite, and smaller amounts of quartz and chalcedony,
occurs as well-developed crystals lining very irregular geodic cav-
it ies, and as massive and fibrous veins which commonly connect
the geodes. The cavities occur in several well-defined horizons near
the base of the quarry face in a light gray dolomitic limestone
which is probably the same formation that Hartnagel* observed
eight miles west at Stone Quarry falls, and which he has correlated
rvith the Silurian Rondout waterlime of eastern New York.

The indices of refraction of several crystals were measured by
the oil immersion method. In each case there was almost complete
agreement of the measurements. The results obtained for sodium
light are:

a : 1 . . 6 2 2 , F :  r .621, .y  = 1 .632.

The probable l imit of error is *.002. Since celestite cleaves per-
fectly parallel to the base, c(001), and since the slow ray (Z) and
the intermediate ray (Y) vibrate in the basal plane, 7 and B were
easily determined. The smallest z obtained on any fragment was
taken as a. This would occur on a fragment exhibit ing cleavage
parallel to D(010) which in celestite is distinct. For comparison
the following published indices of refraction are given:
D a n a : 1

Winchell :2
a : 7 . 6 2 2 ,  F : 1 . 6 2 4 ,  t : 1 . 6 3 1 .
o t : 1 . 6 2 2 ,  9 : 1 . 6 2 3 ,  t : 1 . 6 3 1 .

The specific gravity was determined by the pycnometer method.
About 25 small crystals were obtained from various widely scat-
tered geodes. The average of three specific gravity determinations

* Hartnagel, C A., Preliminary Observations on the Cobleskill ("Coralline")

Limestone of New York: N. Y. State Mus. BulI 69, Report of the State Paleontolo-
gist  for  1902, pp.  1160-1163, 1903.

1Dana, D. S., and Ford, W. E., A Te:ctbook oJ Minerology,4th Edition, p. 750

John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1932,
2Winchell, N. H, and A.N., Elements oJ Optical Mineralogy, vol. 2, p. 101.

John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1927.
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gave a value of 3.939. A determination made on five perfectly

developed and exceptionally transparent crystals gave 3.968. In
general the published values for the specific gravity of pure celes-

tite range from 3.94 to 4.00.
A spectroscopic analysis of the Chittenango celestite, made by

Professor David Trainer, Jr., of Colgate University, indicates no

barium, and but little calcium isomorphously replacing the stron-

t ium.
Cnvsrar-r-oGRAPHY

As is common with celestite, two types of crystals were observed,

tabular parallel to the base, c(001), and prismatic parallel to the

crystallographic o- axis, the latter being so much more productive

of forms that nearly all crystals measured were of this type. The

crystals vary from the minutely prismatic types less than a milli-

meter in height and two millimeters long, to large, usually tabular,

varieties some of which are as much as forty millimeters wide and

ten millimeters thick. The average crystals, which are about six

millimeters high and four to five millimeters wide, commonly ex-

hibit rare forms.
As is indicated in Figures I and 2, the crystals are always at-

tached roughly normal to the o-axis with the result that only one

set of terminations about the brachy axis is developed.

About 75 crystals were examined under the high power of a

binocular microscope. All the faces present on six of these were

measured on the Goldschmidt two-circle reflecting goniometer,

while only the rarer forms were measured on eight others.

The forms observed on the fourteen crystals are as follows:

c(001); o(011); m(rr}); z(r11); d(r02); I00a);
a(r06); o(22r); y(r22); e(103); b(010); a(324);

a ' (109)* ;  >(1.0.11)* ;  (3.0.29)?*;  (3.0.31)?+

AII the letters are those of Dana,3 with the exception of iD which

was first used by Buchruckera but which does not apPear in Dana's

6th Edition or any of its Appendices, and Ar and ) which are those

of the author. The four forms designated by an asterisk (*) are

new for celestite, although (3.0.29) and (3.0.31) may be question-

3 Dana, J. D., and E. S., ,4 System oJ Mineralogy,6th Edition, p' 905' John

Wiley and Sons, New York, 1914.
a Buchrucker, Die Mineralien der ErzlagerstZitten von Leogang in Salzburg:

Z( i t .  f  .  Kryst . ,  vol .  19,  1t91.
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able because of the quality of the signal and the complexity of the
indices.

The combinations observed on the fourteen crystals are as fol-

lows:
Taslr 1.

l* o Ar ) (3.0.29)? (3.0.31)?
I

. v .
l Q  b
l y

o .

I
L Q

6 .

5 .

I
o .

I

* Represented only by vicinal planes.

Figure 1 is a clinographic projection of the simplest crystal form
(see Table 1) which, except for the relative sizes of the faces, is

similar to one described by Gordons from Franklin Furnace, N. J.
Figure 2 shows a composite clinographic projection of all the forms
observed except  (3.0.29)? and (3.0.31)?

Frc. 1. Clinographic projection showing faces common to all crystals.

5 Gordon, S. G., Crystallographic Notes on Glaucochroite, Willemite, Celestite,

and Calcite from Franklin, N.J.: Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.., Phi'l 'adelphia,vol.74,pp.

t05-rr2. 1923.

1 .  c  o  m  z d
2 .  c  o  m  z i l

3 .  c  o  m  z i l
4 .  c  o  m  s i l
5 .  c  o  m  z d
6 .  c  o  m  z i l

7. c o m z tl

8 .  c  o  m  z d

9 ,  c  o  m  z d ,
1 0 . c o m z d .
1 1 . c o m z i l

1 2 . c o m z d
1 3 . c o m z d
1 4 .  c  o  m  z d ,
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Frc. 2. Composite clinographic projection showing all faces observed except
(3.0.29) and (3.0.31).

The measurements are given in Table 2.
The axial ratio calculated from the two largest forms capable

of yielding results gives:

avera,gep averaged Po
o 52" O4|' 0'00'
d 39" 24' 89'55',  1.6428

a:b: c :0.7 812:. l :  1. 2834

T.rttn 2
Axrar narro ai b i e : 0.7 817 : l: 1.2830 (Gor,oscnuror6,7)

qo
1.2834

Forms Number of Calculated angles Measured angles
f a c e s 6 p 6 p

o
n
z
d
I
o
q

5

b
a

A1

2

(011)
(110)
(111)
(r02)
(104)
(106)
(22r)
(r22)
(103)
(o1o)
(324)
(10e)

(1.0.11)
(3.0.2e)?
(3.0.31)?

8
1 2
12
6
6
I

4
3
z

0'00' 520 04',
52" 00' 90'00'
52" 00' 640 22'
90'00' 39" 23',
90'00' 22" 79',
900 00' 75" 19'
52" 00', 76" 30',
32" 37', 560 43',
90'00' 28" 42',
0" 00' 90" 00'

620 29',  54'15'
90'00' 100 27'
g0'00' go 30'
90"00' 9" 39'
90"00' 9"02',

0'00' 52'o4+',
52" 00' 90" 02'
52" 01', 64'27+',
89'55', 390 24',
E9'56', 22" 21+',
890 55', 15" 10',
52" OO', 76" 37',
320 3g' 56" 49'
89'56', 28" 49+',
0 '03+'  90 '01 '

62" 28' 540 24',
E9'59', 10" 22+'
E90 58', 8" 26+'
E9'58', 9" 40+',
ggo 57', g'00',

6 Goldschmidt, Y., Krystallogrophische Winkel,tabellen, p. 98. Julius Springes,
Berlin, 1897.

7 Goldschmidt, Y ., Atl,as d.er Krystilfformen, Text, Vol. 2, p. 163, Cari Winters
Universitiitsbuchhandlung, Heidelberg, 1913.
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For comparison the following published ratios are given:

Goldschmidt:8'e
Goldschmidt and Gordon:10
Dana1l following Auerbach :12
Rogers:13

a : b i c : 0 . 7 8 1 1  : 1  :  1 . 2 8 3 0
a : b :  c  :  0 . 7  7  8 9 5 : 1  :  1 .  2 8 0 0 5
a : b : c : 0 . 7 8 0 5 8 :  1 :  1  . 2 8 3 0 6

The difterent forms may be characterized as follows:
c(001), which is always present, is almost always striated parallel to the b-axis

of the crystal. The striae, which are to be found only on this form, usually consist
of many distinct V-shaped grooves, of which that side nearest d(102) is very nearly
perpendicular to c(001) while the other side is inclined from c less than eight de-
grees toward d. This inclination is by no means uniform among the various striae
on the same crystal, with the result that upon rotation of the crystal from c toward
d, a blur of images is usually to be noted.

o(011) and m(llO), which are always present, are usually the largest and most
perfect forms.

s(111), although always present except on a few large crystals, varies in size
and shape according to the development of the larger adjacent forms.

d(102) is also always present, but on five crystals vicinal faces are associated with
it. The presence of similar vicinal planes has been observed by Hintzela on celestite
from Liineburg, Germany, and by Artinils on crystals from Rornagna, Italy. The
only vicinal planes on the Chittenango celestite are in each case situated between
d. and c, as was also observed by Artini on the Romagna crystals. The angle between
d and the vicinal planes varies considerably with the individual crystals, but in no
case does it exceed 1'15'. This variation is so great for the ten vicinal faces observed
on the Chittenango celestite that a computation of indices would mean little.
Although two vicinal planes, p: 38055/ and 38"53' agree well with Hintze's observa-
tion of 38"55' on crystals from Liineburg, the agreement may be merely coincidence
since the other eight faces diverge widely from any of his measurements. fn several
cases the vicinal planes are so arranged that very slight rednfrant angles are present,

for, upon examining the faces in order from c to d, the observed angle does not con-
stantly increase toward d. On badly weathered crystals face d curves slightly inward
toward s and o, the axis of curvature being parallel to d, and also in the plane of the
crystallographic o- and c-axes.

8 Goldschrnidt, Y., Wi.nkeltobellen, ibid.., p.98.
e Goldschmidt, Y., Atlas d.er Krystal,lJormen, i,bid.,p. 763.

10 Calculated from the ps and eo values given in: Goldschmidt, V., and Gordon,
S. G., Crystallographic Tables for the Determination of Minerals: Aca.d.. Nat. Sei.,
Philad.elphi.a. Special Publication No. 2,p. 32, 1928.

11  Dana ,  J .  D . ,  and  E .S . , i b i d . , p . 905 .
12 Auerbach, Bex and Herrengrund: Ber. Ak. Wien., vol.59, p. 549, 1869.
13 Rogers, A. F., Mineralogical Notes No. 3: ScZ. Mines Quar., vol.23, p. 134,

1902.
l Hintze, C., Ueber Cijlestin von Liineburg und das Studium von Vicinal-

fldchen: Zeit. J. Kryst., vol. ll, pp. 226-232, 1886.
15 Artini, E., Celestina di Romagna: Rend. Inst. Lomb. Sc., series 2, vol. 26,

p.325,  1893.
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l(104), which is usually narrow, was in two cases replaced by vicinal planes, the

angle in each case being:
Crystal l. 22o08' 22"371

Crystal 2. 22"08' 22"38' 23"06'
Although the agreement is striking, an attempt to calculate indices would result in

very cor.nplex forms which would be highly uncertain.
iD(106), which is always very narrow, was described by Buchruckerl6 in 1891

although it had probably been observed before.l7
c(221), g(103), y(I22), b(010), anda(324) are all narrow, but afiord signals which

are fairly good.
A1(109), >(1.0.11), (3.0.29)?, and (3.0.31)?, allof which arenew forms, appeared

but once as very narrow faces on crystal 1. These forms probably represent a tlpe
of oscillatory striation, since small re€ntrant angles are formed between adjacent
faces. Three difierent readings at three different times gave the following angles:

Foce 1
109 8"26',

1.0.11 r0024',
9"40'
8"58',

3 Aaerage
go27' 8'26+',

10022' 10"23'
3 . 0 . 2 9
3  .0  . 31

2
go26'

70"23'
9"At',
8'59',

9"41',
9"02'

e"40+'
9000'

The signals from A1 and 2 were fair, and the three readings agree very favorably

with tfie calculated values. (See Table 2.) The signals from 3.0.29 and 3.0.31, how-
ever, were poor and somewhat blurred. Although the three readings did not greatly

vary, and the average value closely agrees with the calculated angles, it would
probably be.best to consider them doubtful forms. (3.0.29)? and (3.0.31)? probably

represent symmetrical vicinal replacements of the form (1.0.10) first doubtfully
observed by Panebianco.ls From this form the vicinal planes are removed about 20'.

fn conclusion the author wishes to express his appreciation to
Dr. James E. Maynard and other members of the Department of
Geology at Syracuse University, and to Professor Charles Palache
of Harvard University, for their assistance in the preparation of
this article.

16 Buchrucker, ibld.
17 Personal communication froni Professor Charles Palache, Jan. 30, 1934.
18 Panebianco, R., Krystallfotllren von Vicentiner Cdlestin: Att. Soc. Veneto,

vol. 9, p. 1, 1884. Through abstreiet in Zeit. f. Kryst., vol. ll, p. 400, 1886.


